REQUEST FOR MOVING SERVICES

THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER

OU-5093 Rev 9/99

REQUESTING DEPARTMENT
Library, Administration

COORDINATE WITH
Patrick Shavers

NO. OF ITEMS | INVENTORY NUMBER | SERIAL NUMBER | DESCRIPTION
--- | --- | --- | ---
2 | | | Leather Couches
4 | | | Leather Chairs
2 | | | Occasional Tables
1 | | | Occasional Table (3-drawer)
1 | | | Armoire
1 | | | Small Cabinet
2 | | | Small Leather Chairs (brown)
3 | | | Area Rugs
1 | | | Table (black, long)

Send to (SCB, Room 224N)

DO NOT SEPARATE COPIES.
DEPARTMENT WILL RECEIVE COPY UPON COMPLETION OF MOVE.